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better? Apply for one 

of the positions avail-

able on the board. 

Our club can’t sur-

vive without volun-

teers! 
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 You  can pay your dues anytime now, 

they are still only $20 Dues paid this 

year go towards next year. What a bar-

gain! 
 

Please give cash/check to our treasurer: 

Or Send To: Letriana Cantrell 

311 Arnold Rd. 

East Peoria, II 61611 

Not February, maybe March. It is getting 

closer to finally having another pond meet-

ing! 

Picture of a Butterfly 

Koi. 
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Nope, No meeting in February either, but we are kind of aiming for 

March. Keep your fingers crossed that our Covid numbers are low 

enough that we feel safe getting together. 

 I love our new members pond but I need more pictures from other 

pond owners. If you have changed anything about your pond or devised a 

new way of doing something just send it to me, We can always learn 

from what others are trying.  

If you are having problems with your pond or fish let me know, I’ll try 

and help, and if you want to stay anonymous, we can certainly respect 

that. Please remember that nearly everyone in the club have lost koi for 

one reason or another. I killed my whole pond off through my careless-

ness. I felt like I was the only one to do that but as I talked to other mem-

bers I found I wasn’t alone. 

 One problem I had, as my fish have got larger, they became so destruc-

tive that I couldn’t have lilies (they just tore them apart) so I changed to 

floating planters. Some I bought from Kullscape and some from the in-

ternet but they all work just fine. I have tried expensive pond medium 

and also just used regular not scented kitty litter, and they both work 

about the same. I don’t fertilize and they grow like crazy. I do have to be 

careful not to plant something too tall because they can get top heavy. Al-

so my larger planters started to sink as the vegetation grew  I cable tied 

pool noodles around the inside and that worked wonderfully. My pond 

stays so much cleaner since I quit water lilies but I do miss them so I just 

enjoy your water lilies. 

We are still needing volunteers for the retiring board members so if you 

have the need to tell us what to do or if you want to take on the newslet-

ter, handle pond products, or if you really like handling money, just let us 

know and we will put you on the list. If we don’t get volunteers, we may 

have to limit some of our services. We are on needles and  pins waiting 

to hear from you.  

Jeannie Clarke  309-370-0460 
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Our new member Autumn Stoller’s pond in East 

Peoria. 
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COSTIA AND KOI FISH 
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CAUTION: Overdosing on potassium can be quickly fatal to your fish. 
Take extra care when measuring your pond’s volume, and administer the proper dosage. 

This parasite has a fairly intimidating scientific name, going by the handle Ichthyobodo Necatrix in its more 
common form. It is a silent and deadly microscopic parasite (20 microns) that is highly destructive if not 
treated early. It is recognizable by its pear shape (pyriform) and two pairs of flagella (one for locomotion and 
one for feeding). Outbreaks are more likely to occur in early summer. 

Ordinarily Costia is not an easy pathogen to diagnose. Accurate diagnosis requires a skin scrape and a micro-
scope. Oftentimes by the time it is accurately identified, a lot of damage will have already happened. 

As is the case in more than one of the pathogens that affect koi, Costia can quite frequently be found living 
on koi in small numbers without harming it. It is only when its numbers grow that the parasite begins to in-
flict serious damage. 

Courtesy: Dr. Thomas L. Wellborn, Jr 

Once the parasite shifts into its parasitic form, it attacks skin and gill tissue with devastating effect. In its im-
planted phase, Costia burrows into the skin cells. It uses toxins injected through a feeding tube to break 
down the cells which it then feeds off. Once it begins the process it quickly moves through healthy tissues. 

Attacking the gills makes it even more formidable as it hinders the koi’s ability to get oxygen into the body, 
and so diminishing the koi’s ability to heal. Along with the lesions it creates, this contributes to helping those 
secondary opportunistic bacterial infections that take advantage of a compromised immune system. 

. 

. 

https://nextdaykoi.com/koi-fish-facts/costia-and-koi-fish/#comments
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What makes Costia dangerous is the remarkable rate at which it can reproduce. Given the right 
conditions, it can double its generation size in a few hours.  Binary fission (where it simply splits 
in two), poor water conditions, overstocked ponds and a koi that is already stressed are factors 
that allow the parasite to flourish. 

Fortunately, mature koi fish are less susceptible to Costia, with younger koi more often the ones 
to die. However, the adult koi are vectors for the parasite and will remain carriers, allowing it to 
continue to grow. Costia is transferred by contact which means it is easily transferred from one 
pond or tank to another on nets or socks. 

SYMPTOMS  

These are some of the symptoms that will accompany Costia: 

 Loss of appetite 
 Lethargy (long periods of not moving) 
 Fin clamping 
 Labored (or “heavy”) breathing 
 Rubbing 
 Red lesions with white slime 
 Increased slime production (which appears blue-grey in color) 
 Mucous coming out of the gills 

The symptoms displayed by koi with Costia aren’t unique to this particular parasite (some can be 
indicative of poor water conditions), which makes it harder to diagnose. At 20 microns, it can on-
ly be accurately identified under a microscope. Even so, it is often still missed. 

Lower light (for contrast) and smaller aperture openings with higher magnification (200-400x) is 
recommended to spot Costia. Additionally, taking samples from both the gills and the skin is a 
good idea as Costia might show up in one versus the other. 

TREATMENT  

Fortunately, Costia is one of the easier protozoa to combat. Ironically, however, the very same 
mucosal slime coat that protects a koi can do the same for Costia. Once it encysts, the increased 
mucous production of the slime coat can help to reduce the effectiveness of a chemical treat-
ment like Potassium Permanganate. 
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Here are some steps to take in combating the spread of the parasite when it is correctly diag-
nosed: 

 A single Potassium Permanganate treatment is generally the first recommended course 
of action 

 However, it should not be used if there is gill damage as it will worsen the already fragile gills 
 Also, turn off your UV light if you have one during treatment 
 bypass your filter or turn off their pump while potassium is administered, as it will kill the 

beneficial bacteria in the filter 
  
 Salt treatment (either in a separate bath or as a long-term pond treatment) is a good alterna-

tive treatment provided the infection is not severe 
 .3% Hydrogen peroxide on the open lesions has been shown to be effective in slowing the 

Costia infection down 
 Single dose of anti-parasite treatments (like malachite green and formalin) are effective, too 
 

This article from the website of Next Day Koi. 
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Allen Kruger is using this  Thermometer to know the temperature of his 

water in his pond. It is digital and remote with a wire. He just puts the 

wire deep in his pond. The remote  he puts in a zip lock bag under a dec-

orative  flower pot. The readout unit sits on his window sill . 
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Butterfly koi, longfin koi, or dragon carp are a type of ornamental fish notable for their elongated finnage. The 
fish are a breed of the common carp, Cyprinus carpio, which includes numerous wild carp races as well as domes-
ticated koi ("Nishikigoi"). 

Butterfly koi originated in the mid-20th century as a result of an effort to increase the hardiness of traditional koi. 
Japanese breeders interbred wild Indonesian longfin river carp with traditional koi. The resulting fish had longer 
fins, long barbells, pompom nostrils, and were hardier than koi. These were known in Japan as "onagaoi" or "hire 
naga goi", or translated in English "long tail carp". Randy LeFever, the son of Wyatt LeFever, a noted breeder of 
koi, is credited with suggesting they looked like butterflies, a trait for which the breed is named. They are also 
sometimes referred to as Dragon Koi. 

For clarification, the word koi is wholly inaccurate for describing these fish; Koi are, as dictated by the Japanese 
breeders, Nishikigoi, these long-finned carp are Hirenagagoi. The word koi has been given to these fish to increase 
their resale value and popularity in garden centres and the like. 

Nishikigoi judging  

Butterfly koi cannot be judged using the traditional criteria used for koi judging. The standard criteria used in these 
events has evolved over many years, and they are specifically tailored to rate the characteristics of koi. According 
to an article in KOI USA magazine, the following characteristics are largely the basis for the unsuitability of butterfly 
koi in traditional competition: 

Conformation – The ideal shape of a koi has been set by tradition to be generously oval. By contrast, butterfly koi 
are naturally more slender. This difference is amplified by the fact that traditional koi judging is done from a top-
down viewing angle. 

Relationship of fin to body – The ratio of fin-to-body is an important scoring criteria in nishikigoi competitions. By 
design, longfin embody a ratio that exceeds the standards applied to nishikigoi by 500 to 1000 percent. 

Pattern differences - Great energy has been given to developing butterfly koi versions of traditional koi patterns, 
(e.g. kohaku, sanke, showa, utsuri and ogon). Butterfly koi, however, exhibit these patterns in a slightly different 
way. 

For these reasons, Japan's Zen Nippon Airinkai ZNA (an organization that sanctions Japanese nishikigoi hobbyist 
competitions) have disallowed butterfly koi from competitive judging for many years; the UK Koi Judges Associa-
tion also excludes these fish from competition although their American counterpart the Associated Koi Clubs of 
America (AKCA) has (as of June 2006) reportedly created new standards for judging butterfly koi at future AKCA 
competitions. American shows that permit longfin or butterfly koi usually enter them as a variety. These entrants 
rarely win higher awards, however some shows feature "Best Longfin" under and over 18 inches. 

Popularity  

Butterfly carp are preferred by many keepers of traditional koi who view the breed as superior to normal koi, alt-
hough all koi are the result of continuous inbreeding whenever a new recessive gene showed itself over the centu-
ries. The preference for butterfly koi by some traditional keepers may be the reason why most reputable koi retail-
ers often sell butterfly koi, and why most of Japan's famous and prestigious breeders breed them today. Moreover, 
they are largely popular in Europe and Asia, and are popular with new hobbyists and in North America, where they 
are readily available. They can be in pet, pond, and fish keeping supply stores or preferably, specialized koi breed-
ers. The popularity of these fish in North America has earned them the nickname, "American koi". Hence, the but-
terfly koi is growing in popularity worldwide. 

Examples of Butterfly Koi are becoming more widely available as demand grows, seeing many variations in color 
and quality emerge. 

The Butterfly has very similar feeding requirements and habits to other Koi and so can be kept alongside them 
happily. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fish
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Breed
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Common_carp
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Race_(biology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Koi
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Koi and goldfish can be kept 
in the same pond, but there are a few things to keep 
in mind.   Koi and goldfish 

Both koi and goldfish can be beautiful and they come in a variety of colors.  Koi will breed with 
the goldfish.  Some of the baby fish (fry) will be born brown or grey and may turn orange as 
they get older.  These fish will not be pure koi, something that doesn't really matter unless you 
are really into koi! 

Koi have whiskers called "barbels" while goldfish do not.  Sometimes when they are kept to-
gether in the same pond, the fry come out brown.  While some of them will turn a color as they 
get older, some will stay brown.   Both koi and goldfish are a carp species and are originally 
from Asian decent.  

What about having too many fish? 

Fish will procreate like crazy in a healthy pond.  Goldfish will eat koi eggs and fry (baby fish). 
While very few will make it, the population of the fish overall will stay at a manageable rate. 
 Koi often nibble more at floating plants like water hyacinth and floating lettuce.   
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